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Abstract—Extreme scale scientific simulations are leading a charge to exascale computation, and data analytics runs the risk of being a bottleneck to scientific discovery. Due to power and I/O constraints, we expect in situ visualization and analysis will be a critical component of these workflows. Options for extreme scale data analysis are often presented as a stark contrast: write large files to disk for interactive, exploratory analysis, or perform in situ analysis to save detailed data about phenomena that a scientist knows about in advance. We present a novel framework for a third option—a highly interactive, image-based approach that promotes exploration of simulation results, and is easily accessed through extensions to widely used open source tools. This in situ approach supports interactive exploration of a wide range of results, while still significantly reducing data movement and storage.

I. INTRODUCTION

The supercomputing community has embarked upon a revolutionary path towards extreme scale ($\geq 10^{15}$ FLOPS). Just as the massive computing power of these machines improve how we do simulation science, these new machines are changing how we analyze simulation results. Application scientists use visualization and analysis to understand and advance their science. At smaller scales, the data are stored or moved to another machine for post-processing. However, both the complexity and size of their scientific simulations continue to evolve as we advance en route to extreme scale computing platforms. With storage bandwidth significantly falling behind the rate needed to move data, standard post-processing techniques will not be able to effectively scale in the future. Therefore, the fundamental extreme scale visualization and analysis challenge is there is too much simulation data and too little transfer bandwidth.

In situ techniques that analyze the data while it still resides in simulation memory show a promising path forward [1], [2], [3], [4]. The same supercomputing resources that compute the simulation data are also used for the analysis and, as such, the data do not have to be moved. Typically, in situ approaches either are a predefined set of analyses or, rarely, make automatic decisions about which analyses and visualizations to create. Therefore, we see the goals of in situ visualization and analysis as multifaceted: 1) to preserve important elements of the simulations, 2) to significantly reduce the data needed to preserve these elements, and 3) to offer as much flexibility as possible for post-processing exploration.

Simulation results must be transformed from an extreme scale sized data space to a petascale storage system resulting in a massive compaction from sparse raw simulation data to dense visualization and analysis data. We envision the scientist using our framework to define which analyses are needed and a target data size bounds of the analysis results at the beginning of their simulation in situ run. Understanding the space of in situ visualization and analysis solutions within the context of data funneling process is a salient key to addressing the extreme scale challenge.

We present a novel framework—implemented in existing open-source tools [5] - to be used by a scientist to define a set of operations he/she finds to be most useful in exploring their data. The framework implements an image-based approach that results in a database of highly compressed data that is fundamentally different from what is currently available. Importantly, our framework effectively preserves the ability to interactively explore the same “operation space” defined at the start of the problem, so that data elements can be combined in much the same way they could in the original tool [6]. Thus, interactive exploration - so important to scientific discovery - is supported on a useful spectrum of operations.

Imagery is on the order of $10^6$ in size, whereas extreme scale simulation data is on the order of $\geq 10^{15}$ in size. As an example, suppose we have an extreme scale simulation that calculates temperature and density over 1000 of time steps. For both variables, a scientist would like to visualize 10 isosurface values and X, Y, and Z cut planes for 10 locations in each dimension. One hundred different camera positions are also selected, in a hemisphere above the dataset pointing towards the data set. We will run the in situ image acquisition for every time step. These parameters will produce: 2 variables $\times$ 1000 time steps $\times$ (10 isosurface values $+ 3 \times 10^2$ cut planes) $\times$ 100 camera positions $\times$ 3 images (depth, float, and lighting) $= 2.4 \times 10^7$ images. If we assume each image is 1MB (megapixel, four byte image), this results in approximately 24 TBs, which is a reasonable size for a large exascale simulation.
Thus, the image-based approach reduces the simulation output by storing a set of output images directly from the simulation into an image database. One can think of this approach as the traditional in situ mode, but we are sampling the visualization and analysis parameter space, such as camera positions, operations, parameters to operations, etc., to produce a set of images [1], [7], [8], [9] stored in a data-intensive database. It’s important to note these images are derived from full-resolution data with high accuracy.

The framework, implementing our image-based approach as a solution for extreme data visualization and analysis challenges, makes several contributions to the “traditional in situ” mode.

Interactive Exploration Database. Our image-based approach takes traditional in situ visualization and analysis and enables interactive exploration using an image database. This, in turn, creates a viable solution for extreme scale visualization and analysis. Our framework:

- Enables many different interaction modes including: 1) animation and selection for objects, 2) camera and 3) time, than we imagined possible with a set of pre-generated analysis.
- Creates an incredibly responsive interactive solution, rivaling modern post-processing approaches, based on producing constant time retrieval and assembly of visualization objects from the image database.
- Encourages the use of both computationally intensive analysis and temporal exploration typically avoided in post-processing approaches.
- Demonstrates the time to create an image collection is not of great concern.

Metadata Searching. By leveraging an image database, our image-based approach allows the analyst to execute metadata queries or browse analysis results to produce a prioritized sequence of matching results.

Creation of New Visualizations and Content Querying. We’ve added composing of individually imaged visualization objects to our image-based approach to allow the analyst to reason about his/her simulation results from visualization space and create new content. This unique capability:

- Provides access to the underlying data to enable advanced rendering during post-processing (e.g. new lookup tables, lighting, ...).
- Makes it possible to perform queries that search on the content of the image in the database. Therefore, using image-based visual queries, the analyst can ask simple scientific questions and get the expected results. These image-based queries show promise of answering much more complicated questions.

Finally, we have exposed the framework of our image-based approach to the scientist through an advanced selection interface that allows him/her to make sophisticated (time, storage, analysis, ...) decisions for the production of in situ visualization and analysis output.

In the sections that follow, we illustrate how our image-based approach to extreme scale in situ visualization and analysis meets our goals for future post-processing exploration.

II. RELATED WORK

Our framework has number of contributions and, therefore, we review related work for these areas. In situ approaches are an important mechanism for visualization and analysis due to the cost of data movement and storage required for traditional post processing [10]. A key concern with in situ approaches is the need to maintain exploratory analysis capabilities despite the fact that data gathering occurs as a batch process at simulation run-time. For example, Woodring et al [11] saved a hierarchy of random samples from a particle-based simulation to create a flexible representation for later analysis.

Interactive Exploration Database. A key component of our solution is the creation of a large image collection from a structured sampling of camera positions, time steps and visualization operators. One option for managing these rendering is to compress them into a collection of movies. Chen et al [12] use this approach to accelerate interactive scientific visualization over the Internet. Kageyama and Yamada [13] applied this approach in situ to a simulation. Both create specialized “movie players” that support exploratory interactions accessing the linear movies to retrieve specific rotations, time steps and operators. Our solution extends these approaches by supporting the compositing of images to create new visualizations as well as metadata and image-based querying. Tikhonova et al in [14], [1], [15] represent the scientific data set to be visualized as a collection of proxy images. By retrieving images from this collection and applying image-based rendering techniques, interactive volume rendered results are produced. A range of view points, transfer functions, rendering, and lighting options are reproduced interactively. Our work is complementary to this image-based approach. Combining the approaches would support additional data compression, flexibility, and exploration possibilities.

Metadata Searching. Commercial multimedia databases such as Google’s image search have brought the powerful non-traditional search/query techniques to the mainstream. Recent work by Subrahmaniam [16] identifies issues and future research directions for multimedia databases. For speed and flexibility in responding to our unique access patterns, we created our own image database. When populating an image database it is desirable to gather metadata about when and how the images are created, to enable querying of these parameters. Therefore, when we create imagery in situ, we save camera positions, time steps, details about the visualization operators, and statistics about the data. We highlight a connection to provenance systems, such as VisTrails, that directly store analysis results and how they are created. This is important so that results can be reproduced by others, improving scientific integrity [17]. Our approach could be evaluated as a visualization and analysis storage representation in such a system.

Creation of New Visualizations and Content Querying. Our approach supports the creation of new visualization by compositing images with depth information. Tikhonova et al [14] also supports the creation of new visualizations from their database using interpolation. It is worth noting, when compositing images that contain opaque geometry, our results will be pixel accurate whereas with image-based interpolation, some loss is expected especially as the viewer moves away from sampling locations available in the database. Our idea for compositing visualization results evolved from the long
history of parallel compositing techniques that enable scalable interactive visualization. Moreland et al provides a recent overview of approaches \[18\] and apply additional optimization to this critical technique.

We are interested in supporting a variety of methods for interacting with our visualization. From an \textit{in situ} starting point, we offer a traditional point-and-click interaction method, supporting the rotations, time steps, and visualization operations selected by the scientist in the setup of his/her simulation run. We also support interaction via an interactive database perspective. As mentioned above we support metadata searches. There are many image content search possibilities as well as search by color and search by similarity. In this paper, we focused on including image content queries that support querying about the visual weight of the objects in the generated visualization. This is a unique capability for an interactive scientific visualization framework and derives from the fact that we stored the visualization metadata, visualization objects, and their resulting 2D projections as images. There are many approaches to calculating the statistics of the 2D projection of a set of 3D objects \[19\]. Related to our approach, Jun Tao et al \[20\] computes a collection of streamline images and applies an image quality metric to select an optimal viewpoint. Our approach extends this work by virtue of being \textit{in situ} and by our ability to change our evaluation metric dynamically with a scientist-generated query.

Complementary work would support indices on the original scientific data. These are referred to as data content-based queries and an overview is provided in \[21\]. An exemplar within this literature is Stockinger et al \[22\], which used efficient bitmap indices to support querying against the original data. Thus, we could save bitmaps with our visualization offering both image-based and data-based queries.

III. Overview of Approach

Though we are running into a bandwidth barrier, interactive post-processing visualization and analysis is still essential at extreme scale. When creating new simulations, scientists analyze support for exploration and debugging. Also, they need the capability to share data with colleagues that do not have access to their computing resources. Finally, there needs to be an analysis transition path for existing codes from terascale/petascale \((10^{12}/10^{15} \text{ FLOPS})\) to extreme scale.

In the image-based approach, we produce a multitude of analysis outputs, such as images and plots, that will show scientists about their data through interactions with an image database. Visualization and analysis operators typically produce results that are many orders of magnitude smaller than the original data. Specifically, imagery is on the order of \(10^6\) in size, whereas extreme scale simulation data is on the order of \(\geq 10^{15}\) in size. Our expectation is that the memory size, with associated burst buffers \[23\] and storage, will be on the order of \(10^{15}\) (i.e., a petabyte). We believe a petabyte is a reasonable size for an extreme scale simulation output and, therefore, this means we can store approximately \(10^9\) (a billion) images of the simulation. This is on the order of the number of images uploaded to Facebook per year or the total number of photos hosted by Flickr \[24\]. The benefit of being able to store this many images is providing flexibility, similar to a data approach, for exploratory simulation analysis.

From our example present in the Introduction section, we would produce \(2.4 \times 10^7\) images at 1MB per image for approximately 24 TBs, which is reasonable given our previous assumptions. We expect that massive computing power will be available on the supercomputer with associated burst buffer \[23\] and data intensive storage systems \[25\] to process these images.

One interesting property of this approach is that the relatively fixed size of the output imagery, due to limits of human visual acuity \[26\], means that as we continue to scale simulation and supercomputer sizes we will be able to store more and more imagery as machine sizes grow. While the image size might grow as the simulation size grows, the analyst is less likely to increase the sampling of the corresponding parameters, operators, and camera space. This approach supports many different potential interaction modes, and may offer different insights than interacting with simulation data with traditional analysis and visualization tools.

There are a number of useful image-based rendering approaches that may help us to sample and present generated images \[1\], \[6\]. The goal of this work has not been to produce better image-based rendering techniques. Rather, the goal is to understand how \textit{in situ} methods are able to support flexible and accurate analysis of extreme scale datasets. In particular, we have focused on potential interaction modes with image data, but not necessarily those enabled by image-based rendering techniques.

Many scientific simulation communities produce image collections for later analysis and archival purposes. One of the best examples, the CESM (Community Earth System Model) \[27\], includes the diagnostics for all its component models including atmosphere, ocean, land, and sea ice. These visualizations are available on a webpage for analysis and archival purposes. They are generated in a post-processing manner after the simulations have completed. This collection represents a community consensus on a set of visualizations that are useful to the community. Other examples include astronomy \[28\], cosmology \[29\], and high-energy physics \[30\]. We recognize the current limitations of these collections. Specifically, most of these collections contain fully-rendered images that make it difficult to retrieve the original simulation data values. Optimizations to our approach will help to correct these shortcomings.

A. Simulation Data to Image Database

Our image-based approach framework is built on top of ParaView, a modern visualization and analysis tool used around the world in post-processing for advanced modeling and simulation workflows. ParaView is an open-source, multi-platform data analysis application \[31\] developed to analyze extremely large datasets using distributed memory computing resources. Most modern post-processing applications utilize a common pipeline architecture (e.g VisIt, ...). Thus, any of these tools could be easily adapted for use with our image-based approach framework.

When starting an image-based analysis, the computational scientist will define a desired set of visualization and analysis operators using a test data set and a familiar post-processing application, as depicted in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. Once the computational scientist has defined a reasonable set of visualization and analysis operators in a familiar post-processing tool, he/she will simply save the current state of the application to a state file.

Next, the scientist uses our advanced selection interface, shown in Figure 2, to make sophisticated prioritized decisions for the production of analysis output. By importing the state file, the advanced selection interface presents the visualization pipelines created previously using a familiar post-processing tool. Using the Pipeline section, the scientist determines: how often to perform in situ analysis, what visualization and analysis objects to create, and how to sample the visualization object parameter space.

Fig. 2. The advanced selection interface enables the scientist to adjust visualization and analysis operators and how to sample the parameters space.

Then, the scientist moves to the Camera settings section and describes how he/she will sample the camera space by defining a camera manager and making appropriate selections for $\theta$ and $\phi$ sampling. The tool instantly updates the total number of resulting viewpoints from the sampling selections.

As simulations progress toward extreme scale, scientists must operate in a constrained storage environment. Hence, selection in the parameter space and sampling in the camera space will require prioritization to fit within a storage budget.

Then, the scientist moves to the Camera settings section and describes how he/she will sample the camera space by defining a camera manager and making appropriate selections for $\theta$ and $\phi$ sampling. The tool instantly updates the total number of resulting viewpoints from the sampling selections.

As simulations progress toward extreme scale, scientists must operate in a constrained storage environment. Hence, selection in the parameter space and sampling in the camera space will require prioritization to fit within a storage budget.

The advanced selection interface could be very complex with many variables and operations from which to choose. The scientist’s selection of different outputs from the simulation are then presented (Figure 4), depicting the managed tradeoffs between additional computation, storage space usage, and visualization and analysis outputs. This selection could be optimized with intelligent selection capabilities, such as automatic isosurface selection [32] and automatic camera selection [8], to help reduce the interface complexity.

The output of the advanced selection interface is an in situ analysis python script that implements the defined selections. Our framework uses ParaView Catalyst, an open-source in situ (and other use cases) visualization and analysis optimized C++ designed to be tightly coupled with simulation codes.

As the simulation runs, the image results are ingested by the database. By this we mean, that the metadata, image provenance (i.e. a searchable description of how the image was created – the simulation, the input deck, and which operators were applied), and the root image uniform resource locator (URL) avoiding the need to move the potentially large image data around.

Several of the contributions of our image-based approach are demonstrated using the Model for Prediction Across Scales-Ocean (MPAS-Ocean) [33] as an example. MPAS-Ocean is an unstructured-mesh ocean model capable of using...
enhanced horizontal resolution in selected regions of the ocean domain. MPAS-Ocean is one component within the MPAS framework of climate models that is developed in cooperation between Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).

The example runs are from real-world simulations with realistic topography, wind forcing, and temperature and salinity restoring. The horizontal grids are quasi-uniform over the globe, with simulations performed at nominal grid cell widths of 120 km.

B. Interactive Exploration Database

The interactive exploration database enables a diverse set of interactions with a set (database) of pre-generated visualization and analysis results. The interactive exploration database supports essentially three elements and two modes of interaction, depicted in Figure 5. The three elements of interaction are time, (visualization and analysis) objects, and camera. The modes of interaction are: animation, where the interaction sequence through time, objects, and camera; and selection, where the analyst would select time, objects, and camera.

We have developed an interface for an interactive exploration database that supports the three elements and the two modes of interaction. From the top row of Figure 5, the analyst can select a time, an object (e.g., a three-dimension contour), and a camera, which requests the corresponding image to be fetched from the database. In fact, for each image in the top row a set describing time, object, and camera would be specified in the request. The bottom row of Figure 5 demonstrates animation of time, object, and camera, respectively, from the initial selection of the top row. We assume the sampling of the parameter space and camera space is dense enough so that interaction can be achieved on the three elements.

For the rotation images in Figure 6, we can see that the mouse-enabled rotation requires an image to be fetched from the database. Starting at the lower right image, if the analyst rotates up with the mouse, then the camera position change is queried and the upper right image is returned (likewise for rotations to the left and/or up and left). Mouse-enabled panning and zooming are simple image-based operations. Zooming displays the image by varying the pixel size to $1 \times 1, 2 \times 2, \ldots$

\[ \cap \]

Fig. 5. The interactive space enabled by the interactive exploration database.

\[ \cap \]

Fig. 6. Mouse enabled interactive exploration such as rotation requires an image fetch from the database, while zooming and panning are image-based operations.

\[ \cap \]

$\cap \times \cap$, for zooming in, and removing necessary (row, column) pairs for zooming out. Panning simply shifts the image side to side or up and down. It’s important to note that all query-based interactions are still valid and respect these image-based interactions. This is at the discretion of the scientist.

The image-based approach provides interactive (12+ fps) response from the interactive exploration database on typically available scientific network throughputs/bandwidths. In addition, adding more flexibility to the interactive exploration database only requires saving more images, which in turn more densely samples the parameter space and camera space.

One interesting advantage of this approach over the traditional interactive post-processing approach is that for the image-based approach, the time to display one image is approximately the same time for any other image because the time to compute and render complex visualization and analysis objects has been amortized in situ within the simulation. For a traditional post-processing approach that computes visualization and analysis objects upon request, the wait time is extremely variable, ranging from seconds (rendering) to minutes (loading, pipeline selection, and computing). This inherent time to result bias produces a corresponding bias in what visualization and analysis objects are interactively explored. Specifically, because data sets are typically stored on disk as separate files for each time step, and the time to load a dataset is typically long, very little interactive exploration in time is done. Our interactive exploration database addresses these issues, encouraging both computationally intensive visualization and analysis objects and temporal exploration typically avoided in post-processing approaches.

Although there may be a concern about the time it will take to create this image collection, we believe that this is a manageable issue since: (1) We show, in the Results and Performance section, that the creation of images is constant, $O(1)$, in time as the problem size grows; (2) we have demonstrated in the past that in situ data visualization and analysis weakly scales; and (3) we expect that visualization and analysis operators will be accelerated to run on next-generation hardware at tens of frames per second [34].

C. Metadata Searching

By leveraging the interactive exploration database, our image-based approach allows the analyst to execute metadata
queries (or browse analysis objects) to produce a prioritized sequence of matching results. The metadata, produced by the in situ analysis python script includes data properties of the simulation data, such as histograms, as well as image properties.

In Figure 7, our desired query can be represented by leveraging the keywords in the camera metadata, theta == 90 && phi == 45 the time metadata, time == 50 and the visualization parameter metadata, surfaceContour == ‘temperature’. These results would normally be presented in a sequential accessed, but unordered, manner with respect to the query. If the analyst would like to sort by increasing contour index, then the -contourIdx equation would present the results as desired. This is akin to the prioritized results returned from a Google search.

D. Creation of New Visualizations and Content Querying

A core contribution of this work is the way in which new visualizations and queries are supported by the interactive exploration database. We utilize real-time compositing to create an experience similar to interactively exploring the simulation data itself, with significant additional capabilities only possible because of the image-based approach.

Adding visualization and analysis object compositing to our image-based approach framework allows the analyst to reason about his/her simulation results from visualization space as opposed to the explorations offered from image space rendering and sampling [14], [35], [20]. With the addition of visualization object compositing, the interactive exploration database retains the three elements and the two modes of interaction described in Figure 5.

For compositing, instead of a single image, the image-based approach framework creates an image sprite of the separate visualization objects to be interactively composited (see Figure 8).

The visualization objects compositing provides an approximation of exploratory interaction with a raw data set. We can automatically display multiple objects from visualization space by selecting the associated image set for the (time, objects, and camera) selection from the database and composing them together. But, we do not require the analyst to do this manually through a database query. Instead, the analyst uses an interactive tool that emulates applications like VisIt and ParaView to simulate the experience of exploring simulation data.

The 22 visualization objects in the image sprite of Figure 8 can be combined, as demonstrated in Figure 10, into

\[ \sum_{r=0}^{n} \frac{n!}{(n-r)!r!} = 2^n = 4,194,304 \]

unique images.

While, in this example, a large number of these items occlude one another, this demonstrates the magnitude of the data space spanned by this set of elements for interactive exploration. All of the new image possibilities are a result of the compositing, which utilizes the composite file that is a per pixel linked list object order encoding created by comparing the z-buffers for each object.
The interactive explorations database can be further extended through the output of image sets for a particular viewpoint consisting of the composite file, image sprite file, and possibly a “lighting” image and/or a raw floating point image, i.e., the simulation data values. For volume images, there has been recent work for creating images with changeable transfer functions [1]. For our opaque image sets, if we also save the simulation data associated with the visualization and analysis objects, then more capable visualization pipelines, such as the one presented in Figure 11, are possible using a number of rendering passes, including the lighting and color map passes.

The visualization objects compositing infrastructure makes it easier to perform queries that search on the content of the image in the database [36]. For example, a query could be formulated that matches on the quality of the view of a particular isosurface value [8], [9].

The query file contains statistics on object mapping pixel coverage. For example, in Figure 12, if we want the pixel coverage of both object A and object D in a resulting image, then we would add up the pixel counts for all object order mappings where D proceeds A, or A does not exist, to get 199 pixels with object D. Note that the “+” symbol is used to indicate the background object, ends each combination in the query file.

The query histogram, shown in Figure 13, can be used to determine the reasonableness of proposed queries. In Figure 14, we want to perform a science-based visual query to determine the images (location on earth) with the largest isosurface representing a temperature of 25°C (warmer ocean) for the first four time steps. From the query histogram, we see that F represents the desired isosurface object and that the pixel coverage percentage achieves a maximum somewhere above 35.5%.

Both Figures 14 and 15 demonstrate that we can ask simple questions and get the expected results. These image-based queries, however, show promise of answering much more complicated questions.

A second example used to test and demonstrate our image-based approach involves the xRage code, developed by LANL, which is a one-, two-, and three-dimensional, multi-material Eulerian hydrodynamics code for use in solving a variety of high deformation flow of materials problems. Examples present simulation results of the asteroid impact that created the Chicxulub crater in Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula [37].

In Figure 16, the scientist is looking for the best view of: the deep ground material threshold (D); the contour of the pressure wave in the ground material (F); slice colored by the
velocity magnitude (H); and the threshold of asteroid material rooster tail (E). In this case, we can sort the entire data set by the equation $E+F+H$. The method uses visible pixel count as a metric for a ‘hit’, and then returns a ‘possible matches’ priority-sorted list. In this case, the query does return logical results showing the front and back views perpendicular to the slice at later time steps. The query results can be toggled between query statistics and the resulting images.

IV. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE

The traditional GUI-based post-processing workflow suffers extremely variable wait times based on algorithm differences in loading, interactive pipeline selection, computing, and rendering. The problem quickly becomes intractable with large-scale data sets that require parallel resources. Interactive post-processing gives way to workflows requiring the scientist to write batch scripts and execute a second independent HPC workflow. In practice, this has an enormous impact on what visualizations and analysis methods are explored.

Fig. 16. Queries based on the image content can be used to search for qualitative results like “best view”. The top three images show great views of the four items simultaneously. Later down in the search results are the bottom three images that obscure almost everything except the deep ground threshold.

Fig. 17. The cost to produce one viewpoint of imagery for the interactive exploration database versus the production of an equal number of in situ images.

For our image-based approach, the time to display any image is approximately the same for any other image because the image generation time has been amortized in the single simulation workflow. The constant retrieval time (or the time to fetch an image from the database) of our image-based approach enables interactive exploration, and embedding the image capture in situ removes the additional HPC workflow. The remaining obstacle, for the scientist, of writing the in situ analysis script is greatly simplified by using our framework.

The cost of producing imagery for the interactive exploration database is roughly two times the cost of producing an equal number of in situ images (see Figure 17). Twice the cost is an astonishingly small price given that the interactive exploration database imagery, for example, generates 10 plus 1 background images in an image sprite to create $2^{11} = 2048$ unique images through post-processing, compared to simply...
the 10 unique images.

One goal of in situ visualization and analysis is to reduce the time it takes a scientist to gain insight into the problem being simulated. From past studies, we see that ParaView Catalyst performs and scales well [38]. In a detailed study [39] led by the visualization group at Sandia National Laboratory, the in situ analysis showed weak scaling up to 64k cores on a variety of simulation codes. A second study comparing in transit and in situ analysis workflows [40], led by the same group, demonstrates the overall computational time (simulation + in situ analysis) scales for Sandia’s CTH simulation code for various problem sizes and process counts. It rivals in transit approaches as the simulation size grows.

As the problem size increases and the number of processes increase, the benefits of using in situ analysis become more apparent [3].

For our performance results, we analyze the xRage code simulation results of the asteroid impact, mentioned previously. These simulations were the subject of a detailed study [41], performed by the LANL Data Science at Scale group, on in situ analysis image production. Their weak scaling study fixed the maximum number of cells at roughly 150K per core for AMR xRage runs. The study demonstrates that, as the problem sizes continue to grow, the image production of simple, single visualization and analysis objects remains constant.

Our weak scaling study examined the same xRage simulations from [41] using our approach to produce 10 different contour objects plus a background object at an image size of 500x500. Figure 18 shows the results of our weak scaling study (under normal cluster operation load) that demonstrates that the production of interactive exploration imagery remains constant.

Figure 19 demonstrates that significant data reduction can occur at relatively small core counts. It also demonstrates an interesting issue related to the size of the imagery as it appears on disk. Typically, extreme scale storage systems are tuned for large files. The image-based approach might benefit from a significantly different tuning of these file systems.

V. Conclusion

We have developed a novel framework for an image-based approach to extreme scale data analysis, coupling visualization and analysis outputs with an image database query method to enable interactive exploration and metadata browsing. As implemented in this paper, the goals of the system are to 1) preserve important elements of the simulations, 2) to significantly reduce the data needed to preserve these elements, and 3) to offer as much flexibility as possible for post-processing exploration.

We have demonstrated the framework using an open-source tool and shown how a scientist can easily define a useful set of operations that will preserve important elements of the simulation. Our results demonstrate significant data reduction, especially when considering the size of data space that can be interactively explored in a post-processing workflow. The performance section demonstrates that the in situ production of the simulation outputs weakly scale and require constant time. Finally, we have shown the flexibility of the approach, which uses compositing to enable interactive visualization. As extreme scale computing continues to grow, we expect these methods can be tailored to effectively utilize compute resources to increase the value and effectiveness of interactive, explorable results that can be produced through in situ methods.
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